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Abstract
The decadal-scale variability in winter hazardous winds in northern Switzerland from 1871
to present is investigated in the Twentieth Century Reanalysis (20CR). Independent wind
speed measurements taken at Zurich climate station show that the interannual and decadal
variability in hazardous winds in northern Switzerland is realistically represented in the
20CR. Both time series exhibit pronounced decadal-scale variability with periods between
approximately 36 and 47 years. At these periodicities, the hazardous wind variability in
northern Switzerland is positively correlated with the variability in the North Atlantic
Oscillation, however the strength and statistical significance of their co-variability varies
over time.
Keywords: hazardous winds in Switzerland; decadal-scale variability; NAO; quality
assessment of 20CR
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1. Introduction
Strong winter storms are among the most damaging
and expensive meteorological hazards in Switzerland
and their decadal-scale variations are of considerable
interest since low frequency variability is crucial for
the statistical analysis of extremes (Katz, 2010). The
scarce availability of long-term atmospheric data series
has so far limited the quantitative analysis of decadalscale changes of winter storms over Switzerland. On
the basis of qualitative historic wind speed estimates
and measurements taken at four meteorological measuring stations in northern Switzerland, Schiesser et al.
(1997) analyzed long-term trends in the number of
winter storm days and found that the period between
the mid-1860s and 1940 contained more winter storm
days than the period afterwards. Furthermore, Wang
et al. (2011) estimated geostrophic wind speeds over
Europe using historic surface pressure observations
and showed that in the Alpine region the frequency of
strong geostrophic wind events in winter has increased
notably from the mid to the late 20th century. In general, geostrophic wind speeds over Central Europe
in the past approximately 130 years exhibited pronounced decadal-scale variability and were loosely
correlated with the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)
(Matulla et al., 2008).
Recently, the novel Twentieth Century Reanalysis
(20CR) data set (Compo et al., 2011) has been used
to assess low frequency changes in windstorms over
Europe and over other parts of the world (Donat
et al., 2011b; Brönnimann et al., 2012; Wang et al.,
2012). However, currently it is controversial whether
20CR can be used to assess decadal climate variability. Krueger et al. (2013a, 2013b) found considerable

disagreement between Northeast Atlantic storminess
derived from 20CR and from observations, in particular prior to 1950, and they question the applicability
of the 20CR data set for the assessment of decadalscale changes of windstorms in this region. This has
been challenged by Wang et al. (2013) who found that
the storminess in the North Atlantic and European
region derived from the 20CR and from observations
are in good agreement back to approximately 1893
with some disagreement before then. Furthermore, a
qualitative comparison of historic wind speed measurements from Zurich and the 20CR shows generally
a good agreement (Brönnimann et al., 2012).
The main objectives of this article are twofold (1)
to analyze the decadal-scale variability in hazardous
winds in northern Switzerland for the extended winter
season December through March (DJFM) using wind
data from 20CR and observations and (2) to extend
the work by Brönnimann et al. (2012) and to provide
a quantitative assessment of the agreement between
20CR wind data and the observation-based data set.

2. Data and methods
We use version 2 of the 20CR, a global atmospheric
reanalysis with 2-degree spatial and 6-hourly temporal resolution spanning 1871 to present (Compo et al.,
2011). Only surface pressure observations were assimilated into the 20CR data set. An Ensemble Kalman
Filter assimilation technique was applied to create an
ensemble of 56 members. Monthly sea surface temperature (SST) and sea ice distributions from the Hadley
Centre Sea Ice and SST (HadISST) data set (Rayner
et al., 2003) served as boundary conditions. Refer
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Compo et al.’s (2011) study for further details on the
20CR data set.
To quantify the loss potential associated with high
winds we calculate the cubes of the wind speeds
exceeding the local annual 98th percentiles of wind
speed. This measure is henceforth referred to as wind
loss potential (WLP). This is motivated by the empirical findings that the monetary loss through windstorms rises roughly with the cube of the wind speed
(Emanuel, 2005) and that the local 98th percentile is
a loss-relevant threshold (refer Klawa and Ulbrich,
2003; Donat et al., 2011a; Pinto et al., 2012 for more
details).
We compute the WLP for each ensemble member using near-surface wind speeds (0.995-sigma; ca.
30–40 m above ground) from 20CR in 1871–2008.
The winter WLP at each grid cell i is calculated by
summing the cubes of the 6-hourly wind speeds Vj
exceeding the loss-relevant local 98th percentile of
wind speed Vp98 :
WLP (season)i ≡

n


3
Vi ,j ≥ Vp98,i
j =1

The 98th percentile corresponds to the wind speed
that is exceeded on average on 7 days per year.
We determine the local annual 98th percentiles for
each 20CR ensemble member using 6-hourly nearsurface wind speed data for the whole 138-year
period available. The ensemble averages of these local
98th percentiles of wind speed are then used in the
computation of the WLP for the 20CR Switzerland
grid cells. We define the 20CR Switzerland grid
cells as the domain 6◦ E–10◦ E, 46◦ N–48◦ N. This
includes Switzerland and parts of the neighboring
countries. In the coarse resolution topography of
the 20CR these grid cells are either located on the
Alpine north side or in the Alps (Figure S1). The
complex topography of Switzerland is not realistically
represented in the 20CR (Stucki et al., 2012). This has
important ramifications for the representation of local
wind systems in Switzerland like Föhn winds that are
strongly influenced by the local topography.
The 20CR near-surface winds are compared to
independent, homogenized daily maxima of hourly
wind speed measurements taken at Zurich climate
station (Usbeck et al., 2010). These data are available
for the extended winter seasons DJFM from 1891 to
today. For this time series the 94th percentile of wind
speed is used as threshold for the computation of the
WLP for Zurich. The seasonal 94th percentile is chosen because the number of selected high wind events
(7 days per DJFM) roughly corresponds to the annual
98th percentile (7 days per year) under the assumption
that all high wind events occur during the extended
winter season DJFM. In the 20CR data set, approximately two thirds of all WLP events (i.e. WLP values
at 6-h intervals greater than 0 m3 s−3 ) for Switzerland
from 1871 to 2008 occurred during this season.
 2013 Royal Meteorological Society
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The station-based DJFM NAO index (based on
Hurrell, 1995) is used to determine the decadal-scale
NAO variability and its relation to the WLP variability
in northern Switzerland.
We use a wavelet analysis technique to identify the
dominant modes of variability in both the WLP and the
NAO time series. These analyses follow Torrence and
Compo (1998) and Grinsted et al. (2004) and we use
their wavelet softwares. The Morlet wavelet function
is used for the computation of the continuous wavelet
transforms (CWTs; Torrence and Compo, 1998). The
region of the CWT power spectrum where edge effects
become important is called cone of influence (COI).
We test the statistical significance of wavelet power
against the null hypothesis that the signal is produced
by a stationary process with a given mean power
spectrum (Grinsted et al., 2004). We assume that the
time series are approximately normally distributed
with red noise characteristics that can be modeled
with a first order autoregressive process. To examine
whether two time series are linked, we compute
the cross wavelet transform (XWT) and the wavelet
coherence (WTC) from their CWTs (Grinsted et al.,
2004). Following Grinsted et al. (2004), the statistical
significance of the WTC is calculated using a Monte
Carlo method.

3. Results
First, the interannual variability in the winter WLP for
Switzerland derived from 20CR and independent wind
observations in Zurich are compared (Figure 1(a) and
(b)). For the overlapping time period from 1892 to
2008 the Pearson correlation coefficients between the
20CR and the observed time series range from 0.69 to
0.72 for the individual ensemble members. The median
of the ensemble distribution is 0.71. These correlations
are quite high, however, some differences between the
20CR and observed time series are apparent in the
relative amplitude of the WLP of individual winters.
This is a consequence of the comparison of wind
information aggregated over a domain of 6◦ × 4◦ with
a point measurement in Zurich, where local effects
like the Föhn wind system can be responsible for high
wind events (Brönnimann et al., 2012). These local
effects cannot be captured in the 20CR due to the
coarse spatial resolution of the topography of the Alps
in this data set.
Encouragingly, the 20CR ensemble range of the
winter WLP for the Switzerland grid cells, which is a
measure of the uncertainty, is small compared to the
interannual and decadal-scale variability and the data
set is hence suited for analyzing decadal-scale changes
(Figure 1(b)).
To analyze the decadal winter WLP variability
quantitatively, we apply a wavelet analysis technique.
First, the CWT power spectrum of the standardized (i.e. in units of standard deviation with zero
mean) 20CR ensemble mean winter WLP is computed
Atmos. Sci. Let. 15: 86–91 (2014)
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Figure 1. (a) DJFM WLP for Zurich (1892–2008) based on instrumental wind speed measurements. (b) 20CR DJFM WLP for
the Switzerland grid boxes (1872–2008). The 20CR ensemble distribution is shown: the black (cyan) area indicates the ensemble
range (interquartile range). Note the different ranges of the left y-axes in panels (a) and (b). (c) Station-based DJFM NAO index
(1872–2008). The thick dashed red curves indicate the corresponding 36–47-year wavelet-filtered standardized time series (right
y-axes). At the beginning and end of the time period the amplitude of the wavelet-filtered time series has been reduced due to
zero padding before doing the CWT (refer Torrence and Compo, 1998 for details).

(Figure 2(b)). This time series shows statistically significant wavelet power at low frequencies, namely at
periods between about 36 and 47 years. However,
due to the limited length of the time series, these
results are partly inside the COI. The time series of
the observed winter WLP for Zurich shows statistically significant wavelet power in the same oscillation
band (Figure 2(a)). In general, the CWT power spectra
derived from the 20CR (Figure 2(b)) and observations
(Figure 2(a)) agree very well, not only on decadal
but also on interannual time scales for the overlapping period 1892–2008. This is confirmed both by
the XWT, which describes the common power of the
two CWTs and their phase relationship (Figure 2(c)),
and by the squared WTC (Figure 2(d)), which roughly
corresponds to the local correlation between the two
CWTs. In the time periods with statistically significant,
high common power at interannual and decadal time
scales in the CWTs, the phase relationship between
the 20CR WLP and the observed WLP is mostly inphase (Figure 2(c)). The squared WTC is high and
statistically significant at periodicities of 36–47 years
(Figure 2(d)). Furthermore, we use the wavelet transform as a bandpass filter (refer Torrence and Compo,
1998 for details) to isolate the 36–47-year variability
 2013 Royal Meteorological Society

in the time series of the standardized 20CR ensemble
mean winter WLP for the Switzerland grid cells and
of the standardized observed winter WLP for Zurich
(dashed curves in Figure 1(a) and (b)). These filtered
time series are highly correlated.
The decadal-scale winter WLP variability in northern Switzerland was potentially associated with large
scale atmospheric and oceanic low frequency variability in the North Atlantic basin, such as the Atlantic
Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) or the NAO. The
winter AMO and the 20CR winter WLP for northern
Switzerland have no co-variability at periodicities of
36–47 years (Figure S2). The WLP and the stationbased winter NAO index have common power and
a constant phase relationship in the decadal oscillation range (Figure 3(b)), with the NAO variability
leading the WLP variability by approximately 5 years
(refer also Figure 1(b) and (c)). However, the common
wavelet power signal is only statistically significant
between approximately the 1920s and the 2000s. In
this time period (and in particular toward the end of
this period), the CWT power spectrum of the winter
NAO index shows high, but not statistically significant power at periodicities of 36–47 years and weaker
power before then (see Figures 1(c) and 3(a)). The
Atmos. Sci. Let. 15: 86–91 (2014)
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Figure 2. CWT power spectra of the standardized (a) observed DJFM WLP for Zurich and (b) 20CR ensemble mean DJFM WLP
for the Switzerland grid cells from 1892 (or 1872, respectively) to 2008. The abscissa indicates the time (year) and the ordinate
is the Fourier period (in years). The thick black contour lines show the 5-% significance level. The thin black line denotes the
COI where edge effects become important. (c) XWT and (d) squared WTC computed from the CWTs in panels (a) and (b) for
1892–2008. The arrows in panels (c) and (d) are the same and indicate the relative phase relationship: in-phase pointing right,
out-of-phase pointing left.

correlation (i.e. the squared WTC) between the 20CR
winter WLP for the Switzerland grid cells and the winter NAO index time series is high and statistically significant in the decadal oscillation range (Figure 3(c)).

4. Summary and conclusions
The decadal-scale variability in winter season hazardous wind speeds in northern Switzerland since the
end of the 19th century is investigated. We use a simple index to quantify the local WLP of windstorms and
apply this index to the 20CR ensemble data set and to
historic instrumental wind speed observations taken at
Zurich climate station. The main focus is on Switzerland, where the ensemble uncertainty of 20CR is small
 2013 Royal Meteorological Society

compared to the decadal variability. This allows for
analyzing decadal-scale winter WLP changes.
The WLP of winter storms over northern Switzerland since end of the 19th century exhibited
pronounced decadal-scale variability with periods
between approximately 36–47 years. The decadal
variability in the winter WLP for the Switzerland
grid cells derived from the 20CR is confirmed by
independent wind measurements taken in Zurich. We
find a statistically significant agreement between the
20CR WLP and observations not only on decadal but
also on interannual time scales.
The 20CR wind records span only 138 years and
it remains open whether the decadal-scale variability
with a period of approximately 40 years is a truly
oscillatory phenomenon. Answering this question will
Atmos. Sci. Let. 15: 86–91 (2014)
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Figure 3. (a) CWT power spectrum of the standardized station-based DJFM NAO index in 1872–2008. (b) XWT and (c) squared
WTC between the DJFM NAO index and the 20CR ensemble mean DJFM WLP for the Switzerland grid cells.

require longer time series and a detailed understanding
of the underlying processes. First analyses indicate that
while the NAO is important for the variability of windstorms in northern Europe (Matulla et al., 2008; Donat
et al., 2010), this link is less distinct for the winter
WLP variability in northern Switzerland. The decadalscale variability in the 20CR winter WLP is positively
correlated with the corresponding decadal winter NAO
variability. However, the common wavelet power of
the two time series in the decadal-scale oscillation
range varies over time and is only statistically significant between approximately the 1920s and the 2000s.
An interesting aspect of the co-variability of the two
time series is a constant phase shift of approximately
5 years, with the NAO leading the WLP. Understanding the reasons for this lag will require more detailed
analyses that include the potentially important role of
the ocean.

Supporting information
The following supporting information is available:
Figure S1. The color shade indicates the 20CR orography
(i.e. geopotential height at surface) for Switzerland and parts of
the neighboring countries. The 2-min gridded ETOPO2v2
relief data serves to show the location of mountainous regions
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exceeding 1000 m a.s.l. (black contour lines). In addition, this
data set is used to derive sea areas (light blue areas). The 20CR
Switzerland grid cells (6◦ E–10◦ E, 46◦ N–48◦ N) are framed by
a dashed blue box. The border of Switzerland is plotted in
white. The location of Zurich (8.6◦ E, 47.4◦ N; ca. 400 m a.s.l.)
in northern Switzerland is marked with a red star.
Figure S2. Analogous to Figure 3 in the article, however
instead of the station-based DJFM NAO index the mean DJFM
AMO index (unsmoothed; Enfield et al., 2001) is used.
Appendix S1. Evaluation how representative the WLP for
Zurich is compared to the WLP for other parts of Switzerland.
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